
Minutes Care of Creation group meeting, 

Tuesday 27 October, 3.30 – 5 pm, 

St Mary's centre, Osier Road 
 

 

Present: Fr. Tony, Dave Pryor, Mike Perry, Kath Frechtling, Ruth Smithies (Minutes) 

Apologies/resignation: Br. Robert 

 

Dave Pryor agreed to facilitate this meeting. 

 

1   Prayer: The meeting opened with Prayer for our Earth (from Laudato Si') 

 

2   Minutes:  Previous meeting (August) minutes were accepted. Action: Ruth to add to our web 

pages 

 

3   Matters arising 

Beach clean  took place in fine weather on 25 September with around 35 people turning up. More 

collected in terms of volume but again primarily small items, esp. cigarette butts. We regretted that 

the shared picnic afterwards with the Anglican EJP network could not take place this time. 

 

4   New ideas to discuss/follow up 

 

1 Connecting with young people and getting them involved 

We agreed this is important but not easy to do as schools are busy with their own programmes. 

-  We have had some success with getting some young people and their families to our beach cleans 

but their presence tends to be a oncer. We will continue to link with Catholic schools directly about 

this. Perhaps we could organise beach cleans more often or go further afield (transport problems?) 

-  While we would like young people to tell us what environmental action would interest them, we 

might need to develop specific and realistic proposals for them to consider. The “Forever Project” 

supplements of the DomPost  may be a useful trigger for suggestions and also “Welcom” reports of 

what's done elsewhere. 

-  At present the parish does not have an organised youth group to approach. Young Vinnies have 

their own worthwhile area of interest (needs of the poor). We understand Sr. Helen (new to the 

parish) has youth as one of her portfolios. 

Action: Kath to talk with Sr Helen and possible activities to propose. 

 

2 Visual prayer stations on eco themes 

Tony explained that our regular eco tips in the parish newsletter would reach more people if 

accompanied by large visuals, eg photos such as in Caritas publications (will need their permission 

to use them). Large visuals and messages are not possible in the newsletter but could be done on 

notice boards, or on the doors of the church: an A3 with an A4 photo, with COC logo and text with 

a short message and simple words like “have mercy on us”, “pray for us”, “turn your life around”, 

etc. To change monthly. 

Action: Tony to get Caritas' permission and produce a few examples for COC's next meeting. 

 

3 Changing supermarket packaging practices 

We realised that this would be a big issue to take on for a small group like ours and that some items 

needed packaging for transport reasons (eg tv). Suggestions were to promote Bin-Inn (but because 

of Covid they had changed to prepackaging their products); Eco kiosk (but they had a limited range 

of products); leave packaging behind in the shop so that shops would get the message. 

Action: Kath to further develop and see what's already being done through Government 

environmental agencies. 



5   Update on R&R tables  initiative - Report by the subgroup (Mike, Kath, Ruth): 

 

The project had been welcomed by the SVDP as an activity we will do jointly with SVDP St 

Mary's. Both COC and SVDP members will be staffing the two tables. 

Mike has written the initiative's rationale, a handout and a roster.  Ruth had spoken with the PP and 

written promo notices for parish newsletter, etc. Will make signage for the tables. Kath will 

duplicate the A5 flyers, to be handed out to 9 am massgoers on 8 November (Ruth and Mike, and 

any others). 

 

Ready to kick off on 15 November at St Mary's before and after 9 am Mass. The tables will operate 

monthly for the next 6 months, on the third Sunday of the month. It will be on a trial basis but if 

successful, we'll look at extending it to other Masses/churches. 

The tables will function as: 

1. a collection point for parishioners' white elephants for the Vinnies opshop; 

2. a collection point for small recyclables for the Environment Centre; 

3. opportunity for sharing of garden produce brought by parishioners; 

4. an educational outreach on environmental and poverty issues and their connection, and to 

encourage parishioners to join our groups. 

 

The roster was circulated at the meeting and people invited to add their name. Each month one 

person from COC and one from SVDP will take joint responsibility for setting up  the tables (35 

minutes before the start of Mass, need key to Centre) and staff them before and after Mass. Other 

COC/SVDP members to join in as “ambassadors” and to also engage with parishioners. Afterwards, 

the responsible people to handle what's been received. Mike has agreed to do this for the first two 

months. Action: all 

 

6   Reports on COC's ongoing activities: 

 

- parish newsletter eco tips: always sent in by David, sometime included, sometimes not. Symbol 

added to our tips. 

- contributions to Prayers of the Faithful- sent in by Tony. Kath will find out from parish office 

how they are included and use them when St .TM is rostered to write them. Tony to send them to 

Chrissy Hare, chair of liturgy committee. 

- website maintenance – June minutes added. Ruth to add August minutes and R&R tables leaflet. 

- submission - Ruth read out response received from the Napier City Council about COC's  concern 

of their issuing of building consents in low lying areas. 

 

 

7   Any Other Business 

 

The meeting gave a vote of thanks to Br Robert who had resigned and would be missed. Ruth will 

send a card on behalf of COC. Rather than appointing a new Chair we agreed to take turns in 

facilitating the meetings. 

 

 

8  Meeting dates and times next year 

To accommodate a potential new member we changed our meeting dates and times to the 

fourth Thursday of every second month, 4.30 – 5.30 pm. 
The dates for 2021 are: 25 February, 22 April, 24 June, 26 August, 28 October 

Ruth to book St Mary's Centre. 

 

We closed with our usual prayer (Prayer of St Francis ) 


